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New book unlocks the real secret of the Gospels 

The unexpected truth behind the ‘Da Vinci Code’ 

 

Capabel Press is to launch its new title ‘Why Call Me God?’ on 1st September 2009. 

  

‘Why Call Me God?’ was written by JH Hatfield to address an important question: Is the 

decline in active Christian worship in Britain over the last 50 years somehow linked to the 

way the gospels themselves have been understood and taught? In fact, have we understood 

them correctly at all? 

 

Years of Hatfield’s painstaking research on the primary Greek texts of the gospels – created 

long before the Latin translations of the 4th century – have established that the original 

Gnostic authors buried their true message using a series of riddles and hidden clues. This 

original message, never recognised by the Catholic church, has been lost to us for thousands 

of years. 

 

Hatfield has used meticulous detective work and scholarship finally to expose the 'secret' 

part of the gospel’s message.  In ‘Why Call Me God?’’ he supplies the answers to many of 

the riddles and explains their purpose. 

   

The results of Hatfield’s pioneering scholarship are truly explosive.  Its conclusions are likely 

to send shockwaves throughout the Christian church. 



The Managing Director of Capabel Press, said: 

 

“Almost two millennia have passed since the gospel texts were written. JH Hatfield’s ‘Why 

Call Me God’ argues that throughout most of that period their true message has been 

completely misunderstood. 

 

“We have published this book to share Hatfield’s scholarship and revelatory findings with 

the world.  And we expect it to cause a quite a stir because it challenges the very core of 

Christian belief. 

 

“Dan Brown has entertained us with his ‘Da Vinci Code’. But what Hatfield has done is to 

fathom a deeper and far more important secret - the secret concealed in the gospels 

themselves.” 
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Notes to Editors 

 

JH Hatfield’s ‘Why Call Me God: The Gospel Seen with a Single Eye’ is published in paperback 

by Capabel Press (£18.95): ISBN 978-0-9562057-0-4. 

 

It will be available from 1
st

 September through Amazon, The Book Depository, through 

independent booksellers, and from certain branches of Waterstones and Blackwell. 

 

 

About the Author 

J H Hatfield is the first writer to have his work published by Capabel Press. A former scholar 

of St John's College, Cambridge, he may be considered a polymath. 

Over the years he has developed from a classicist, mathematician and historian into a 

scientist... then into a professional engineer... and then, in his senior years, into a serious 

student of Greek scripture. He has devoted several years to analysing the riddles in Greek 

scripture and developing the arguments now set out in ‘Why Call Me God?’ 


